
TEMPLE OF ATHENA PAESTUM ANALYSIS

The Temple of Athena or Temple of Ceres (c. BC) is a Greek temple found at Paestum, built near the so-called Basilica
which is much larger than it. It has a.

In the sixth and seventh centuries C. The stylobate has been identified as a hekatompedon, measuring Doric
feet. A view of the side of the temple. Affected by the earthquakes and 79 CE eruption of Vesuvius, which
destroyed Pompeii , the city's sanitation system was badly damaged and some buildings show evidence of
never having been repaired. It was later used as a Christian church, as indicated by three Christian tombs
discovered in the floor. The Ionic columns stood on bases with a circular disc surmounted by a torus molding.
The process of dating the temple of Athena comes from the style of the carved rchitectural pieces that have
been preserved, for instants the style of the echinus of the column capitals help date the temple. The deposits
continue into the Roman period, indicating continuity of cult at the temple. As a result the orientation of the
temple was reversed. Additional Ionic features in the temple are the presence of Ionic moldings, including an
egg-and-dart, on the exterior of the building above the frieze, and the emphasis on the east facade of the
temple through the use of a wider ambulatory than on the flanks. Up until now in history buildings have either
been doric or Ionic, but the Temple of Athena combines the two. The columns on the exterior colonnade our
doric, while the columns of the pronaos are ionic. As for the construction of the building not much is known
other then built of cut stone and had originally a stucco finish. Note that the columns are all slightly curved in
at the top. Tombs of this period were built in the southern ambulatory. Temple of Athena Paestum History The
evidence for the foundation and construction of the Athena temple comes from the preserved architectural
ruins and the style of carving on the column capitals. It has double rows of columns. By the end of the 1st
century CE, though, it seems Paestum's days as a major Roman city were over. An egg-and-dart molding
appears below the cushion of the capital. The main ritual took place outside in the altar in front of the temple
which is where the sacrifices of animals took place. The temple is peripteral, hexastyle with thirteen columns
on the side, resting on a three stepped krepis. It has a simpler structural design as compared to the Temples of
Hera the Basilica and the Temple of Neptune. There is evidence that staircases led to an upper balcony inside
the cella, behind the pronaos. Because of this the temple is usually dated to around BC when the change of
style was taking place. By erausse Related posts:. In front of the temple was the altar where the sacrifices took
place. Paestum is home to three magnificent Doric temples, which are thought to be dedicated to the city's
namesake Poseidon known to the Romans as Neptune , Hera and Ceres. The temple rests of the highest point
of Paestum as do most temples of Athena do. An open-air altar was unearthed in front of the temple, where the
faithful could attend rites and sacrifices without entering the cella the holiest area accessed by priests. The
temples of Neptune and Hera are located next to each other at the southern end of the site, while the smaller
Temple of Ceres is at the northern end. The southern walkway encircling the altar included some tombs of this
era. The Doric columns also employ entasis, although not as pronounced as the entasis of the columns of the
Temple of Hera I. It is sometimes called the Basilica, based on an error of earlier archaeologists in thinking it
was a Roman public building. Although sometimes referred to as the temple of Ceres it is most definitely
dedicated to Athena, to whom the Romans called Minerva. Learn More. Work appears to have been completed
in one building phase. According to Livy , Paestum gave both gold and ships to the Roman war effort and so
earned special status compared to other colonies. Due to the geography of southern Italy there is no naturally
occurring marble and only coarse stones could be used for carving. The steps that led up to the cella can be
seen on the left. You can walk up close to the temples, but they are roped off to prevent interior access.


